
Hermie Home Learning P1 Primary 1 – Term 2 

 
Over the next term you need to complete  

• At least 1 task a week from the Creative Curriculum  

• At least 2 tasks a week from the Numeracy/Maths Curriculum Grid.  On occasions we will send a worksheet home for completion.   

• 2 tasks from the Literacy/ Reading Curriculum Grid 

• All children in P1 and P2 are expected to read their group reading book at least 3 times a week. 

 

Please colour the boxes of the completed tasks.  We will provide you with a home learning journal.  If you are needing any additional resources to complete a 

task, please speak to your teacher. 

 

Home learning should be posted on your child’s online learning journal EVERY MONDAY. A photo should be taken of the completed task.  Worksheets should 

NOT be returned to school. The class teacher will review your child’s home learning every 2 weeks. If you have any difficulties logging on to your account, 

please ring or email the office on admin@hermitagepark.edin.sch.uk 

 

CREATIVE CURRICULUM GRID    

HWB 

 

Our Building Resilience theme this term 

is ‘Making a Difference’. 

One way we can make a difference is 

by recycling at home.  

Can you recycle some of your junk at 

home into something new? 

Ex. your old socks could be made into 

puppets. 

A milk carton could be turned into a 

pencil pot. 

Share your pictures on the Learning 

Journals. 
 

 

HWB 

Helping at home. When we are 

responsible and help out it makes 

us and others feel good. With the 

help of a grown up can you decide 

on a responsible job you could take 

on at home. Some ideas: 

- make your bed 

- take the dishes to the sink 

after you eat 

- help put the shopping away 

Can you carry out your job every 

day for a week?  

HWB 

Primary 1 love to keep fit and healthy and 

are always on the move! As it’s getting 

darker and colder we may not get out to 

play after school so much. What activities 

could you plan for inside? You could try 

yoga or dance. There are lots of good 

ideas online such as Cosmic Kids Yoga or 

GoNoodle. 
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NUMERACY AND MATHEMATICS HOME LEARNING GRID- 2 tasks a week 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 HERMIE COUNTS FOCUS SEAL Maths-time 

MILD  

I can recognise the number 

before and after a given 

number within 10. 

 

I can clap the same number 

of times as displayed on a 

domino card. 

I can count forwards and 

backwards on a numeral 

track and identify missing 

numbers. 

I understand that there is a big and little 

hand on an analogue clock.  I am 

beginning to recognise an o’clock time. 

HOT   

I can recognise the number 

before and after a given 

number within 20. 

 

I am recognising numerals to 

30. Saying alternate numbers 

forwards and backwards. I 

can use a number line to 

help me.  

I can tell the o’clock time on an 

analogue clock. 

I can draw an o’clock time 

SPICY  

I can recognise the number 

before and after a given 

number within 30. 

 

I can describe equal groups 

within the range of 10.  

I can tell the o’clock time on an 

analogue and digital clock.  

I can record the o’clock time in digital 

and analogue form 
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Literacy/ Reading HOME LEARNING GRID   

All children in P1 and P2 are expected to read their group reading book at least 3 times a week. 

All children are expected to complete at least two tasks from the Literacy/Reading grid each week.   

Race against the clock 
• Whiteboard/pen 
• Selection of endings on card 
• Bag 
• Timer 
Two pairs compete against each other. Each pair 
has a board/pen. They pick an ending eg, ‘in’, ‘at’, 
‘op’ from a bag without looking. Set a timer and 
together write down all the words 
you can build with that ending. Pairs swap boards 
to check for real words. Pair with most words wins 
that round. Cards are put back in the bag and 
game is played again but this time the 
writer is the other member of the pair. 

Word Ladders 
• Ladders drawn with a ‘word ending’ at the top 
• Coloured pencils 
In pairs, work together or alternately to make 
word families e.g. ‘og’ at the top of the ladder, 
pupils write ‘log’, ‘dog’, ‘bog’, ‘hog’ on the rungs. 

Lucky Dip 

• Bag 

• Plastic letters 

• Set of word cards 

In pairs/trios, take turns to pick out 12 

plastic letters from a ‘lucky dip’ bag (no 

looking!) They must make a word 

out of the letters. The pupils take turns to 

pick one new letter out of the bag and 

discard one they don’t want any more. 

This carries on until someone has the right 

letters to make one of their words. The 

others check the spelling and the game 

begins again. 

Rainbow Letters/Words 
-2 coloured pencils joined together 

-Paper 

-letter/word cards 

 
In pairs, pupils take turns to choose a card 

and read it. 

They write the letter/word using the ‘rainbow 

pencil’. 

The ‘reader’ is the ‘checker.’ 

 

Tricky words 

Read, write and check the tricky 

words.  Can you find the tricky 

words in other print?  

Here are some CVC words- make some 

of these words and discuss the meaning 

man rat men hen pam tar set hem 
tam rip net hat map arm pet has imp ram 
pen ham sam rim met hit am ran ten hip 
mat sir him 

den top dog if dad pot got fat did not gap 
fan din mop hog far dip dot pig fit dim pod 
get fog rod gas fir hop dig fin nod sag fig 
tug sun bun bat lip cat gut mum bus bar lit  
 
car sum mud bud bad lid cap rum hut bug 
bag lot can dug rub tub lap cup rug pub pal 
cut fur bet lop cog back lock jack van wet 
rack lick jam vet win tack luck jet vat wag 
sack duck jig vim wig 

Reading 

Design and draw a new cover for 

your reading book. 

Who was the main character? 

Where did the story take place? 

Can you include the title? 

 

Talking & Listening 

Learn a new nursery rhyme or poem. Can 

you recite it to members of your family? 

Maybe you could add some actions and 

movements to go along with it. 

 


